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meanwhile, electra and lek seemed to fall in love again. and they were successful. electra gave birth
to three more cubs. there are two more cubs still to be born this year. a male, called dolly, will be
paired with a female this month. the cubs born in june have been named lek and electra, and their
gender has not been determined. unlike other cats in the study, kumba has not been an aggressive
male. the cubs are now seven months old, and have increased in weight. the zoos cat keepers are

keeping an eye on them and will continue to monitor them until they are 1 year old. you come home
to find electra womanand dyna girl in bed. you know theyve been upto something. freddie the flutes

all sticky.it is, you might say, disconcerting. at leastone of them isnt a witch, black skirts all
akimbo,super-powered broom still throbbing. you shouldask if its a dream, some strange return of

the krofftpower hour, but, knowing reruns are unlikely, you joinin anyway. later, during a commercial
break,youll decide youve flipped your lid, gone a bit bugaloo.at one point theyll have you dress like
jimmy, teaseyou, call you dr. shrinker. after the dust clears,after all the talking trees, talking books,

dinosaursand dancing sleestak, after a bit more clingand clang, once the crystals align and the portal
closesagain, once you stop speaking in tongues (fluentpakuni), you will recall how, each

saturday,you used to wait for, want, them all. breathless, livecartoons, live girls, ones you didnt have
to draw.you will feel like youve been puffing stuff.
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navarro and electra wed in their hometown of las vegas, nevada. for the ceremony, the beverly hills
cop actor wore a tuxedo with a dashiki top and jeans. the couple honeymooned in hawaii, and also
bought a home in the hills of bel air. the nuptials were covered extensively in the press. electra and
navarro have been frequent guests on the howard stern show, chelsea lately, late night with jimmy

fallon, and the talk. they have also been featured in rolling stone, usa today, and on the oprah
winfrey show. but not all was perfect. lek was interested in mating and would also try to mount

electra, but his size and her smaller size, combined with her less experience, caused some
discomfort. the father and daughter, however, were always happy to see each other. in the end, the

cats found the right combination and produced four kittens in april 2012. then, in february 2013,
electra gave birth to twins. but the cubs were born with a genetic disease called fetal intestinal
obstruction. in the wild, the disorder occurs in 20 percent of offspring, but in captivity it is rare.
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electra and her cubs were monitored in the first three weeks of their lives, and all three survived. as
the cubs got older, however, the father had more trouble adjusting to the twins. the cubs, which are
male, were born first, followed by electra; she gave birth to the last, a female. but the male cubs had
a genetic mutation that prevented them from having the characteristic red panda fur. electra couldnt
take care of the cubs, and they were returned to their mother. their father was monitored daily, and

when he became stressed, keepers would feed him. in the wild, he wouldnt do that. 5ec8ef588b
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